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Who are we?
 I4CE : Institute for Climate Economics
 Our vision : Harnessing economics for the climate
 Missions:
– an initiative of Caisse des Dépôts and Agence Française de Développement.
The think tank provides independent expertise and analysis on economic
issues linked to climate & energy policies in France and throughout the world.
– aims at helping public and private decision-makers to improve the way in
which they understand, anticipate, and encourage the use of economic and
financial resources to promote the transition to a low-carbon resilient
economy.

 3 programs:
– Industry, Energy and Climate: understanding policies for the low-carbon
transition in the industry and energy sectors
– Finance, Investment and Climate: analyzing the mainstreaming of climate
change into financial decision-making by public and private entities.
– Territories and Climate: identifying and analyzing courses of action in the fight
against climate change in the agriculture and forestry sectors as well as urban
areas.
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Financing urban adaptation: our
publications
Based on literature reviews and dozen case studies in
several contexts
In developing countries

In developped countries
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Urban adaptation: what are we talking
about?
“Good” urban
development
Adaptation as a new
criteria in the design of
projects and policies

Sensitive projects and
infrastructure adapted
to climate change
Specific adaptation
actions

Adaptation as an
additional policy
and set of actions

Vulnerability assessments,
contingency planning, early
warning, resettlement,
protection infrastructures,
hedging risks…

Access to reliable health,
social, banking systems,
infrastructures, social
cohesion..

Integration of climate
criteria into planning,
infrastructure sizing
(roads & transports,
water & sewage
network, etc.)

Adaptation as a
cobenefit of
general policies
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Instruments to:
 Raise additional money, public and private
 Be able to bear an extra cost
– Efficiency of public spending + risk sharing
– For initial investments & revenues over project lifetime ;
– Adapting classical or more inovative tools (taxs, loans, PPP, bonds,
third-party investment, permits markets, CO2 revenues allocation,
crowdfunding)

 Hedge risks (ex. catbonds & climate derivatives) and recover after
damage
 Value co-benefits
 Taking into account the diversity of contexts, stakeholders, objectives and
barriers (financial, legal, organizational, cognitive, informational)
 Different tools for different steps
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Incentivize stakeholders to take
adaptation into account
 Cities as systems: private adaptation might be determinant
for the global city resilience
 Handling this topic with the city services providers (ex.
transport or water utility companies)
 Cities can provide information, coordination, subsidies
 Instruments to incentivize or enforce private adaptation
investments: public procurement, tax criteria, norms and standards.
 Provide the right incentive to extend insurance to hedge
climate risks
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Examples in France
RC IdF : green bonds notably for
thermal renovation

Nice : sport eco stadium with
natural air-cooling
PPP

Dunkerque drainage system:
public subsidies + taxes from owners

St Malo dykes
EU fund + Barnier fund
collected by insurers

Rouen : thermoregulation
by river
EU fund + public subsidies +
forecast sales to ultimate owners
at an higher price

Grau du Roi Hospital relocation
Public subsidies

Sete lido : coastal road relocation
EU fund + public subsidies
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In developing countries: access to
international finance




A mapping of 27 initiatives available for the financing of urban
adaptation to climate change offering additional options to more
conventional sources of funding for climate change and sustainable
development (national budget, Official Development Aid, etc.)
Key elements:
– Few initiatives dedicated to adaptation; more on climate change
and development issue, which can consider adaptation issue
– Strong prevalence of initiatives supporting soft adaptation
measures (ex. strategy planning, capacity building, technical
assistance)
– Providing grants, concessional loans
– Significant role of local intermediaries (regional and local banks,
national development funds, etc.)
– Several key factors of success among which liaising with
international development stakeholders (such as multilateral and
bilateral donors) at the local level and the identification of various
co-benefits and synergies between the economic, environmental
and climate impacts.

www.i4ce.org/wpcore/?wpdmdl=9288
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Extract of the mapping
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Take home messages:


Adaptation: more than just one policy  more than just a specific financial tool
– Any single source of funding will be inadequate to deliver the large financing needs
– Essential for regional jurisdictions and municipalities to diversify their sources of finance
and tap the full spectrum of resources available to raise funds for climate action






Many tools potentially usable but few examples of utilization because of their
complexity and the difficulty to distinguish the adaptation aspect from more
general measures
In developed countries, involvement of the private sector is often a key issue.
In developing countries:
– Strong prevalence of initiatives supporting soft adaptation measures
– Local intermediaries play a significant role in financing urban adaptation
– Several factors of success for the cities’ access to these sources of funding: liaising with
international development stakeholders at the local level, identification of various cobenefits and synergies between the economic, environmental and climate impacts



Common challenge : reinforcing the business case of adaptation/adapted projects
–
–
–
–

Shared indicators as tools to value co-benefit, attract and secure funding
Role for economical analysis
Valuing flexibility and robustness
Strengthening political support and social acceptability
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Thank you!

Vivian Dépoues
Research Associate
Territories & Climate
( : + 33 1 58 50 98 19
*: vivian.depoues@i4ce.org
fr.linkedin.com/in/vdepoues
www.i4ce.org

To receive regular updates on our publications, subscribe to our newsletter: http://www.i4ce.org/newsletter-en/
Follow us on Twitter : @I4CE_
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Back-up slides
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Diverse access to funding for cities in
developping countries
 Major barriers for successful municipal funding for climate action
–
–
–
–

Lack of creditworthiness of subnational governments,
Access to capital markets and international mechanisms,
Financial and technical skills and human resources
Maturity of decentralization processes

 First step to get finance flowing for climate-related: to make local
governments more attractive for investors
–
–

USD1 invested in the creditworthiness is likely to mobilize more than USD100 in private-sector (WB)
Municipal taxes and allocations from national governments can also help to improve the scale and
stability of revenues

 Strengthening fiscal decentralization through institutional and legal
reforms could overcome this barrier
 Identifying and highlighting co-benefits of climate-related measures
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Orders of magnitudes
Global Adaptation costs

Global Adaptation financing



Climate change adaptation costs :
USD150 bi/yr by 2025-30 & USD250500 bi/yr by 2050, according to a 2°C
scenario (UNEP 2014)



Climate finance (CPI, 2013): USD331
bi/yr - 25 for adaptation



10% of climate funds targeted to
urban areas 2010-2014 (ODI)

80% of the adaptation costs for 20102050 could be carried by urban areas
(World Bank, 2010)



Securing the funding for adaptation
was perceived as a challenge by 85%
of cities (Carmin et al. 2012)



Landmarks on infrastructures




Global infrastructure investments needs: USD90 trillion for 2015-2030
Ensuring new infrastructures are adapted to climate change represents between 5% and
15% of the total cost according to the World Bank
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